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Abstract

A study on Corporate Social Responsibility has growing rapidly in the corporate world and become part of the business. Many organization introduced Corporate Social Responsibility into their business activities and encourage communication through many types of channel on their Corporate Social Responsibility activities to stakeholder. In this era, an organization will face high expectation from the stakeholder group that showing they are expecting more from the organization. An organization become an attention because of the pressure on social and environmental problem. Its lead to the preparing the Corporate Social Responsibility report which is the preparation of a sustainability report that will become one of the challenging part for the company concern. The preparer will need to analyse based on his common sense in providing diverse framework and guidelines. A lack of unity and accurate legal regulation can be noticed in this era causes companies incurred on various but so far the companies applied the guidelines when it is the time to report on Corporate Social Responsibility. Some companies will prepare a separate sustainability show that the separate sustainability report will only contain information and business that related to economy, ecology and social sustainability. The concept of sustainability become a new challenge to the companies because taking a consideration on ecological and social aspect that is not become a focus on company day to day management. It’s depending on the reporting type, structure and the level of knowledge which the viewer of those information with regard to the perception of Corporate Social Responsibility or Sustainability reporting is hard to investigate. This research is to encourage awareness for preparer and also the stakeholder that the choice might be different be different
depends on what type of report it is. As a way to determine the different in perception, an eye-tracking technology is applied. The contribution of Eyes-tracking will determine the different sustainability report types from a stakeholder perspective.

BACKGROUND
Corporate social responsibility reporting is a method of a companies to combine Corporate Social Responsibility and sustainability into a decision making process. Corporate Social Responsibility will help the companies to identified risk and opportunities that exist the world of business. By having this report, company will be able to engage with the stakeholder to know where actually the direction of the business. Corporate Social Responsibility were able to build a good reputation or image of a company.

A good Corporate Social Responsibility report that are relevant and useful will increase the quality of being trust by stakeholder and also the public. In return, the company will gain a competitive advantage and also will improve the employee morale and motivation to gain a confident to perform their job within the company. Corporate Social Responsibility reporting are useful to the internal user and external user. Internal user refer to the company management and employees within the company that use financial information for making decision and next managing the business. For external user, they are an entities who do not involve in running the business but interested in performance of the company.

Based on the article, this corporate social responsibility are important to both user because ability to directly know and ability to measure are necessary for the basis of respective strategies and aims. They must understand how the sustainability three pillar mode start from the ecology which is preservation of environment and nature for future. It’s also include economy which is assurance of lasting prosperity that lead to the careful of using the available resource. Lastly, social aspect which is the future oriented development of society.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) concept is now change to a new integrated design known as corporate sustainability and responsibility. CSR is defined as "the continuous dedication by business to act morally and grant to economic improvement while make a better life for the employees and their household who is also the citizen and society". Besides, Australian government had defined the corporate sustainability as “hold within strategies and applications that have purpose to fulfil the stakeholders need today and at the same time secure, support and intensify all resources that are essential in the future (Pirnea, Olaru, & Moisa, 2011). CSR is more towards the non-financial activities but corporate sustainability focus on the effect of environmental factors that will give impacts to the environment.

Companies concerned nowadays are the way on how to prepare a sustainability report in order to tell the stakeholders about what they want to be informed. Sustainability report is demanded by the stakeholders to increase the transparency and accountability, increase corporate reputation and brand value, legitimation of corporate activities; comparison and benchmarking against competitors; signalling competitiveness; establishing and supporting employee motivation and supporting corporate internal information and control processes (Konuk, 2017).
Stakeholders are groups of people that have relationship with the company such as creditors, directors, employees, suppliers, union and government (Konuk, 2017). Stakeholder’s perspective need to be considered in the process of preparing that report. Stakeholder theory is one of the theories that can explain why companies disclose information sustainability. This is because the companies have to maintain their relationship with the stakeholders in order to survive for a long term in business. Stakeholders pursue different economic, environmental and social interest, that determines the success of an organization (Konuk, 2017). However, it is impossible for the companies to meet all of the stakeholder’s interest equally. According to (Konuk, 2017), the companies will give more importance to more powerful stakeholders. Therefore, the information that will be disclosed in the reports will be based on the needs of those stakeholders. If a is responsive to the needs of its stakeholders, the developed good relationships provide a competitive advantage for the company (Fontaine, 2006).

METHODOLOGY
Methodology is a system of broad principles or rules from which specific methods or procedure may be derived to interpret or solve different problems within the scope of a particular discipline. A methodology is not a formula but a set of practice.
In the research paper Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting – a Stakeholder’s Perspective Approach produce by Thorsten Litfin, Gunther Meeh-Bunse, Katja Luer, Ozlem Teckert, it is stated that methodology used in collecting the information is using the eye-tracking approach combine with conventional approach; opinion survey. Using the equipment “Tobii Pro Glasses 2” eye-tracking approach is a modern and latest method that is used by researchers to study human behaviour by showing exactly what a person is looking at in real time as they move freely in any real-world setting. Understand how people interact with their environment, what catches their attention, drives their behaviour, and influences decision making. Wearable and mobile eye tracking system opens up entirely new opportunities for behavioural studies. It is an equipment with the latest technology to study human behaviour and also can be used to collect data or information.
This modern approach is combine with conventional method in gathering information, opinion survey where the researchers meet the subject or participant face-to-face and asking question. It is more reliable and convincing for the information if it is acquire directly from the subject.
The participant or subject of this study were 12 business students specialized in financial accounting. These students are required to answer some questions that is related to the real world situation of corporate social responsibility reporting. The question is about what did the real stakeholder want to know about the CSR and the students are required to answer it. Different types of CSR reporting were being used which are; 1) an embedded report 2) a separate report and 3) reference report and all of the report have been given to the students one week before the information collecting process.
The reason of why different type of reporting were used is to determine whether it could influence the search behaviour of stakeholder and also to determine the type of reporting that
help the stakeholder in searching for information the most. Those 12 students were evenly assigned to those three different reporting types (Litfin et al., 2017).

**DISCUSSION**

The methodology that is being used in the study Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting – a Stakeholder’s Perspective Approach is very practical. The researchers have used a very modern type approach in getting the information which is the eye- tracking approach that used certain equipment and combining with the conventional approach in getting information which is by using opinion survey (face-to face). We all know face-to-face with the subject will get a much more reliable information. Regardless of how practical and reliable the methodology that is being used, there are some flaws in the study. The study neglects another important element that makes this study less convincing regarding of their results. The research paper neglects the important elements that makes the ending result more convincing; types of subject that is being used in getting the information and also the number of participants or subject of the study. The researchers did not take into consideration the types or level of understanding of participants towards the real world situation. The study stated that in achieving the end results, they did not approach the real stakeholder in getting the information but instead they approach the students to achieve the end result. This is very irrelevant because students are hardly involved in corporate-level business and they did not have the necessary knowledge in interpreting the corporate social responsibility reporting. Because of the lack of knowledge, some of the participants could not even answer even the simple question that was prepared for them. The time that is given for the information gathering process were also increased from 10 minutes to 20 minutes. Besides the aspect of knowledge of the participants, there is also irrelevancy regarding the sample size (participants). The study only involves a very small numbers of participants, which are 12 numbers of students. The credibility of the end result was being tainted by fact that only small sample size is being used (which is not even close to compare with the situation of the real world), not to mention that the study also use unknowledgeable subject in gathering the information to get the end result. Additionally, the participants did not represent the real stakeholder that involve in giving the opinion towards corporate firm activities.

**Impact of Good Corporate Social Responsibility**

Without a doubt that a good CSR reporting could improve business performance. If the companies really to deliver a good sustainability report to their stakeholder, they will receive many benefits. Their customers will believe more towards the company, more people will recognized their brand, their employees will improve in workforce and a good relationship with society.

A good Corporate Social Responsibility reporting will affect many parties. It will make all of the stakeholders easier to find what they want to know and also they will believe more towards the company because with good CSR reporting, the stakeholder assume that the company did not have anything to hide.
Shareholders are the owners of the organization, and for this reason their claim on organizational resources is usually considered superior to the claims of other stakeholders. They contribute to the organization by investing money in the organization through the purchasing of company shares or stock (Konlaan and Hanson, 2008). With good CSR reporting many people will contribute money and become the shareholder of company. Managers are the employees of an organization who are assigned the role of managing the organization’s resources and making sure that the organizations set goals and targets are successfully met. This is achieved through the contribution of their skills to direct and respond to pressures from different parts of the organization (Konlaan and Hanson, 2008). Their workforce and performance will increase with good CSR. Other stakeholders are customers. They are known to be the largest stakeholder group outside an organization. Customers have the choice of selecting from alternative products by their judgment of what they are getting in relation to their money’s worth. The money paid for the product is their contribution to the organization and this goes to reflect the value they feel they receive from the organization (Konlaan and Hanson, 2008). Company reputation increasing through good CSR reporting is what attract the people to be their customer.

CONCLUSION
The study of this paper indicates that Corporate Social Responsibility report has become the most require thing in the corporate reputation. Research indicates that an organizations of all types and sizes may show a good corporate reputation by having a good Corporate Social Responsibility report.
As a result, combining eye-tracking and survey approach are important to the analysis of search and information for all type of sustainability report. Nowadays, it’s very crucial for the business to having exercised on the sustainability of the report. There are several reason why an organization are engaging the Corporate Social Responsibility report. It’s because an organizations may engage in Corporate Social Responsibility report because of the sustainability for all the type of report it’s very important to stakeholder so that they can evaluate how well the business operate. No matter for what reasons organizations invest in Corporate Social Responsibility report, all the reasons will lead to better corporate reputation. As a result, organizations shouldn’t treat Corporate Social Responsibility as opportunity that is not necessary for the business.
There is a limitation that an organization will faced but subsequent study should be try to overcome these limitation. Literature analysis showed that organizations should pay attention on the stakeholder theory. On the other hand, Corporate Social Responsibility report must be effectively communicated through advertising, annual reports or stakeholder dialogue. It has been decided that a key of corporate reputation is stakeholder groups’ perceptions of organization’s on Corporate Social Responsibility report as Corporate Social Responsibility and corporate reputation are positively correlated. If stakeholder groups become aware of sustainability Corporate Social Responsibility report, they will assure that the organization will maintain or improve its corporate reputation.
However, it should be noted that the sustainability of Corporate Social Responsibility report is an ideal result what will permit a direct conclusion about type of report it is to be applied in the enterprise. It’s mean that the perception of those information need to be examine on what actually the potential stakeholder can remember from the provided information on a specific time.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As sustainability reporting has become more regular among the corporations to be part of the organization’s corporate social responsibility platforms, a new set of terms and concepts were formed and worked out to become more comprehensive. To do this, an integrated report had been constructed to replace the existing sustainability report. This was created with the objective of analysing and sharing both sustainability and financial performance within the same documents.

The Global Reporting Initiative or GRI had widely been used as a standardized reporting framework in preparing the sustainability report. It has conducted a study on the integrated report by focusing on rising issues and was shared to public. This transition are been closely monitor by the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) as they seek to facilitate the companies by building a framework that are doable to apply in their report. They had released a Consultation Draft and currently soliciting the feedback that runs on a certain period.

The framework has highlighted several important components such value creation over different time period as well as capital allocation. This is fundamental as it will affect the company’s business model, growth strategy and its ability to participate successfully in the integrated reporting process.

In order enhance the proficiency of this integrated reporting, the IIRC has request every corporation to read and evaluate the framework and provide any general commentary. This is still an on-going effort as the style and demand towards the reporting standard changes based on the market environment.
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